SM-Trish (Trish@host.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Host Buzzard says:
'The Panthian Crises'
FCO_Starlight has returned.
Host SM-Trish whispers to Buzzard:
and you thought you were going to get away from the that easily after telling me Bolitho was dead?
Host Buzzard says:
It was unanimously agreed by all Federation members that the Panthians other
than signing the final decree had joined the Federation. The Federation
security council in wanting to aid the Panthians, want all available
information prior to committing Federation forces to drive the Saaur
invaders out of the Panthian system
Host Buzzard says:
As such StarFleet has advised the Romulan Star Empire and the Klingon High
Council and have requested assistance from them both to deal with this
potential new threat to the Alpha quadrant. Both have agreed and are
committing ships to a combined fleet.
Host Buzzard says:
Diplomatic efforts to resolve the situation are continuing by Federation
ambassadors. However to date all out plea's to negotiate have gone
unanswered. As per the mandate of the Federation council, armed conflict has
and always will be the last resort.
Host Buzzard says:
The Romulans advise that there are in excess of over 600 warships in the
Panthian system at present. There are regular patrols in the system as well
as outside the system. Hence with an entire alien fleet on the Alpha
quadrants doorsteps, StarFleet Command has decided that we need to know more
about the Panthians in order to determine what
Host Buzzard says:
threat they pose to the
Federation and the Alpha quadrant.
Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya's orders are as follows :
Host Buzzard (Seleyatheme.wav)
Host Buzzard says:
Rendezvous with the USS Timberwolf (Defiant), USS Bismarck (Defiant), and
the Combat Support Tender Killamanjaro at Starbase 671
Host Buzzard says:
Captain Lira-Bolitho of the USS Seleya will take command of the small task
force
CO_Bolitho (Seleya_CO@actdnet-33FEBE5B.adsl.virgin.net) has joined the conversation.
Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya is to intercept, disable and thereby capture a Saaurian patrol
vessel
Host Buzzard says:
The Panthian vessel is not allowed to broadcast a distress call
Host Buzzard says:
The CST and her escorts are to be kept far enough back as to not be
involved in any form of combat. Once the Saaurian vessel is disabled, the
CST will take her under tow back to Starbase 671
Host Buzzard says:
The task force is under no circumstances to enter Panthian space
Host Buzzard says:
You are to where possible avoid contact with any other Panthian vessels
CO_Bolitho is away: brb
Host Buzzard says:
***Start 'The Panthian Crises'***
Host Buzzard says:
***Start 'The Panthian Crises'***
CTO_Darklighter says:
::at tac 1::
OPS_Jameson says:
::is sitting at OPS as usual::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::At SCI 1::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands in a Turbolift, reading the latest briefing on the Panthian system ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::sits at flight control station::
XO_More says:
::walks onto the bridge from the aft Command Turbolift and looks around::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Mosying on over to the MDS in Engineering::
Host Buzzard whispers to SM-Trish:
I tried.....I'll tell you all about Bolitho as well...he didn't turn out to be such a nice person after all
XO_More says:
::walks up to the centre seat:: Computer, begin day watch.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Exits the TL onto the Bridge and walks to his station ::
XO_More says:
::takes the seat, and looks around the bridge::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to the XO:: XO: We're at Starbase 671, we're awaiting the CST and The Bizmark, sir
XO_More says:
::nots at Rev-Fran.:: Morning Lieutenant.
Tunik (jimxye@actdnet-36FAB2A3.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.
XO_More says:
CSO: Thank you, Mr. Hazzem. What is their ETA?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Seleya tactical scans reveal over 300 Romulan, Klingon and Federation ships around Starbase 671
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Good morning, sir.
Tunik is now known as CIV_Kavek.
XO_More says:
::looks out of the viewport and whistles:: ALL: Reminds me of the Dominion War.
Host Buzzard ACTION: Incoming hail (Incoming.wav)
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: It does
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
Lt_Eisley: Lieutenant.. I trust you've had all teams mobilized...  With Alpha and Gamma teams in transporter rooms!?
OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  If things go wrong, there's a possibility we'll be in another!
OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Incoming hail Sir
XO_More says:
Ops: Indeed. Lets keep that in mind this mission. On screen.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to the Main Screen::
Host Buzzard says:
<CST Killamanjaro> COMM:Seleya: This is Commander Jorgenson of the Killamanjaro were awaiting your orders
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks over his console, making sure it's configured to his settings ::
CO_Bolitho has returned.
CIV_Kavek says:
::enters the bridge and looks around::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the CIV, and nods::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Walks out of her Quarters ond in to the TL:: TL:bridge
XO_More says:
COMM: CST- Kil.: Good Morning Commander. This is First Officer More of the Seleya. We are awaiting the Bismarck, and then we'll be heading off, on beraring... ::checks his console:: 667mark 332
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Walks over to the core assembly::: Eisley: Good Luck Lieutenant...
CIV_Kavek says:
::takes a seat in the counselor's chair... since there is no counselor::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
Self: Good luck to you too... ::Looks in the direction of the assembly::
XO_More says:
COMM: CST- Kil.: Anything else I can do for you?
FCO_Starlight says:
::self:: ::growls:: ::under breath::
CIV_Kavek says:
::looks at Commander Jorgenson.::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::feels the TL come to a hault and waits for the doors to open and thn steps on to the bridge::
XO_More says:
::looks up at Tam::
XO_More says:
::steps up::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the Captain:: CO: Good Morning Captain
XO_More says:
ALL: CAPTAIN ON THE BRIDGE
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands at attention::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Snaps to attention ::
Host Buzzard says:
<CST Killamanjaro> COMM: XO: Good morning Commander, the Bismark and the Timberwolf are of my starboard and port bows, we were just waiting for you holiday revellers to get here
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Hastely makes for the exit of ME:: ALL: Qua'Pla!
OPS_Jameson says:
::AA::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Cringes as the XO shouts and looks:: All: At ease please
XO_More says:
COMM: CST- Kil.: Holiday Revellers, eh? We'll keep you informed. Stand by. Seleya Out.
XO_More says:
::flashes a mischevious grin at Tam::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Eases::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Relaxes a bit in his chair ::
XO_More says:
CO: The task force is assembled. Permission to get underway?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Forward viewscreen returns to the images of the assembling fleet
CIV_Kavek says:
::nods and smiles at the captain:: CO: You're looking good as usual captain. Would you like some coffee? Tea? Or a little of me?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::wlks down to the command arc:: XO: Do you have to shout ::Smiles:: wow there on the ball today .. lets move then
XO_More says:
CO: Understood.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Whips a PADD into his pocket as he enters the TL:: Com: Deck 1, Bridge..
XO_More says:
FCO: Helm, Set a course on 667makr332. Take us out on full impulse, then jump to Warp 7.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO/XO: Based on the Sauur's communication frequency I caught during our last confrontation, I set up a jamming field with these layouts ::hands a PADD over to the captain:: it should be a piece of cake to block their distress calls
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the CIV:: CIVL A Strong coffee will be fine but a little later
XO_More says:
::takes a seat in the XO's chair, hitting the fleet communications button::
CIV_Kavek says:
::nods and smiles::
Scotty (blackhawk1@actdnet-2EC44D48.nc.rr.com) has joined the conversation.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Takes the padd:; All: Does everyone understand there orders fpor this mission ?
FCO_Starlight says:
XO: Yes Sirrr.......
Scotty (blackhawk1@actdnet-2EC44D48.nc.rr.com) has left the conversation.
CTO_Darklighter says:
::rubs his eyes and enters a few commands into his console::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Puts the PADD he was reading away, and starts up some cursory LRS diagnostics ::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Exits onto the bridge and scans for the XO::
XO_More says:
COMM: Fleet: This is Commander More of the USS Seleya. All ships are to leave the Starbases defence perimiter on full impulse, and then jump to Warp 7 on a course of 667mark332. Oh, and Kilimanjaro, try to keep up. ::grins::
XO_More says:
::cuts the comm channel::
XO_More says:
FCO: You got all of that, Ensign?
FCO_Starlight says:
XO: Yes Sirrr.......
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sits down in her chair slowly::
XO_More says:
::nods at the FCO::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Pats the CTO on the shoulder:: CTO: Welcome back, Lieutenant
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: have you found the a way of disabling a patrol ship ?
XO_More says:
FCO: ETA to the ambush co-ordinates?
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Captain, I understand the mission to its fullest. Though, I'm a little sceptical on the whole... not entering their space. A full scale assault of incredible proportion would end this quickly.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
Self: Where's that Romulan Peh'Tach..
CTO_Darklighter says:
::nods at the CSO:: CSO: Thank you sir
OPS_Jameson says:
XO: The other ships have acknowledged sir
Martin (Scimi_CO@actdnet-396FF5C2.ndwrt1.lb.home.nl) has joined the conversation.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: Starting a war is to be the last resort, all the federation want to know is what they are capable of at the moment
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Goes back to SCI 1, and readys the field emmiter::
XO_More says:
::looks over at Kavek with a shocked look on his face:: CIV: That is not the Starfleet way.
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Yes ma'am, if we jam the patrol ships comm, i can disable it's engines and then part apart it's comm array
XO_More says:
Ops: Understood. Keep me informed of any developments.
XO_More says:
CTO: Welcome back to the Seleya, Lieutenant. ::smiles::
FCO_Starlight says:
XO:  the ETA at warrrp 7 is 3 hourrrs and 12 minutes Sirrr
CTO_Darklighter says:
<pick apart>
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
 ::Approaches the XO with the PADD in his left hand::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the CTO:: SO: lt Your ideas please ?
XO_More says:
::nods at the CEO::
CTO_Darklighter says:
::nods at the XO::
XO_More says:
CEO: Lieutenant?
FCO_Starlight says:
::jumps to warp 7::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks up from his station :: CO: Captain, I believe there are several nebulae just outside Panthian space that could mask the task force's sensor profiles
CIV_Kavek says:
::looks at the CEO, forgot he was Klingon::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: Sir, you should find everything in order... all teams mobilized... Teams Alpha and Gamma standing by for ship to ship transport.. incase of any accidents... my best men Sir, I promise..
Pam (Pam@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::nods to the SO and waits::
XO_More says:
CEO: I'll hold you to that Lieutenant. ::smiles and takes the PADD::
XO_More says:
::looks over the PADD::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: I think we might be able to lure one of their ships if we have suitable bait...
XO_More says:
CEO: Explemerly work, Mr. Kn'tar, I'm impressed.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
SO: Can Seleya be the bait ?
XO_More says:
SO/CO: The ship may comm into it's base if we do that.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: Thank you sir... We'll just have to see if it holds together though... ::Leaves the command area::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: If necessary, but I think one of the Defiant-class ships in the task force might pose a better find for the Saaur
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I have the jamming field ready for something like that, Commander
XO_More says:
CO/SO: Wouldn't a suprise assualt by one of the Defiants, with the Seleya acting in a flanking position, cutting off their comms systems, then their propulsion, and finally their weapons.
CIV_Kavek says:
::looks at the CO... and SO, who have caught his limited attention:: 
XO_More says:
CO/SO: work better?
CSO_Hazzem says:
<delete last>
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: hmmm
CIV_Kavek says:
::big grin:: CO: You see. That's why I like your first officer.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The SM plays with the time/space continuum and times advances forward by three hours. The Seleya is 12 minutes away from the borders of Panthian space
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at Kavek:: CIV: So enlighten me with your ideads then ?
XO_More says:
CO: We are 12 minutes away from the Panthian border.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Tell the fleet to hold back in a safe distance
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: I think Mr. More has an excellent tactical strategy. I bet he makes his parents proud.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Scans the area for the series of nebulae that would make a good hiding spot ::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::tapping away at the ENG console::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs:: CO/XO: My long range sensors are blocked, i can't scan anything beyond the border line
XO_More says:
COMM: Fleet: This is the Seleya. Hold back to about 12,000 KM behind us.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles and shakes her head:: XO: So We have a difaint class as bait, Commander hazzem will take there comms out, and lt darklighter will disable it ... why does that sound too easy
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO; Try and break through commander
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I'll try, Captain
OPS_Jameson says:
XO: acknowledged and holding by the flet sir
CIV_Kavek says:
::takes a moment to reflect on not having the luctury of his real parents, then turns back to the CO:: CO: A flank would be a great way to go. Cut off their escape route. Use ECM to add to the shield degradation from the nebula. We should... have their panties in a serious twist.
CIV_Kavek says:
<CO, XO>
XO_More says:
CO: Because it is, Captain. As a Saaur Commander, I would see the Defiant, then contact my base to update them. When I couldn't get through, I'd realise it was a trap, and then jet off in the opposite direction as fast as possible.
XO_More says:
CO: It's nto viable.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sends a frequency wave into the panthian system to try and disable the jamming device for a little bit::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: What if the Defiant was adrift?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at Kavek:: SO: that was what i was thinking
XO_More says:
SO: I'd still contact Command. I think anyone would.
CIV_Kavek says:
::listening, while taking a few mental notes::
XO_More says:
SO: Even a Klingon.
XO_More says:
::Looks at the CEO:: CEO: No offence intended.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Well lets have the defiant seem to have a accident
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Looks to the XO in slight anger:: XO: None taken.....
CTO_Darklighter says:
XO: What if we fire a probe emitting a high em band disrupting their communications and we blitz them
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at his console, waiting for anything::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO; and just how many other ships would that alert ?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Checks sensor results :: Self: Here it is...
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Well since he's alone i don't see how other ships would detect it
XO_More says:
CO: I still think a better plan is to have the two Defiants attack, and then cut off their escape route by flanking them witht he Seleya. First we can destroy their communications systems, then their propulsion, and then their weapons, and then take them back to the Federation.
FCO_Starlight (~Becca@actdnet-2F7CE3FE.houston.rr.com) has left the conversation.
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: I'm detecting 12 saaurian ships on a direct flight path towards us
XO_More says:
CTO: Onscreen.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: How many ? good greif
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Commander, wouldn't we have to lure them out of their space anyway?
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
SO: They won't bite....
CIV_Kavek says:
::eyes suddenly ignite in tremendous flames of passion... he would get a battle after all::
FCO_Starlight (~FCO_Starl@actdnet-2F7CE3FE.houston.rr.com) has joined the conversation.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: tell the Fleet to hide in one of those nebulas, lt revell francis will give you the co ordinats
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Captain, there's still that nebula cluster we could hide in...
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Forward the coordinates to the OPS station ::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO/XO: we better pull out of here, they could be after my attempt to disrupt their jamming field
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: i susgest we get out of there way Commander
XO_More says:
CSO/SO: Are we sure that they have detected us?
OPS_Jameson says:
::begins to put together a message to the fleet, inputting the co-ords when she receives them::
OPS_Jameson says:
::Sends the message to the fleet::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: The *are* on an intercept course, sir...
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: Not likely, they don't know who did it
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: pull us in to the nubula and lets see what happens
CTO_Darklighter says:
XO: tactical senser indicate that they haven't detected us
XO_More says:
SO: True. Thank you.
CTO_Darklighter says:
<have>
CIV_Kavek says:
::thinks:: CO: Captain... maybe they haven't detected us... but they're moving for an offensive against us.
XO_More says:
CO: I suggest we get the hell out of here, Captain.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: If they are, then we can surprise them from the nebula
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Nods to the XO and looks back over sensor readings from the area ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::thinks about her orders:; XO: Ive informed the FCO to pull is to a Nebula I want to see what there up to
FCO_Starlight says:
::pulls and hides in the nebula::  CO: Yes Ma'am  and done it...
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Can do nothing but sit back, and enjoy the ride, keeping in contact with his peons::
XO_More says:
::nods at the CO; holding back his reservations about all of this::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
SO: Hows our sensors holding ?
CIV_Kavek says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: Isn't that a bit... cowardly? We have a fleet. They're not strong enough to take us out. We can easily take a vessel with 300 ships.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::hears the CIV: We are not here to start the war
Host CO_Bolitho says:
<CIV::>
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Still good, Captain... they will be slightly affected as we enter the nebula itself.
XO_More says:
CIV: We have a fleet at Starbase 617, and may I remind you that we aren't here to start a war.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods:: Kep an Eye on those ship and on screen if possible as well::
XO_More says:
::moves a little closer to the CIV:: CIV: And I thought you were a diplomat. ::frowns::
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: Commander, I'll try to work on a way to hide our sensor signatures, just as an extra precaution
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::gets up and starts pacing the bridge thinking ::
CIV_Kavek says:
::nods:: XO: Oh right. I'm a... diplomat. ::nods remembering his cover story::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles at kavek and his comment::
FCO_Starlight says:
::growlsssss:::  ::underbreath::
XO_More says:
CSO: Understood.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: have you ever played a gam called cat and mouse ?
XO_More says:
CO: Can't say I have. Is it a holodeck game?
CIV_Kavek says:
::almost laughs at the XO's comment::
FCO_Starlight says:
::looks back at the CO when I heard that statement::
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: The saaurian's will be at our old co-ords in 5 minutes
Kytra (~StevesGal@actdnet-29C1D1FA.dialsprint.net) has joined the conversation.
Kytra (~StevesGal@actdnet-29C1D1FA.dialsprint.net) has left the conversation.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:XO:CIV: What would you say it would take to get jus one of those ships break from the rest of the saaur fleet?
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Might I suggest... luring them with a single Starfleet shuttle?
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: It's highly unlikely they'll send more than one ship to... investigate a shuttle warping toward their space.
XO_More says:
CO: A small threat it can handle on it's own, with a larger threat for the other forces to focus on.
XO_More says:
CIV: I agree.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The small task force arrives in the nebula
XO_More says:
CO: A shuttle would be the perfect decoy.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Compensates for sensor degradation as the Seleya enters the nebula ::
OPS_Jameson says:
CO: The fleet are in the nebula
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::nods ::
XO_More says:
CO: I could take the... "Ambassador" and pose as a Federation peace mission.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Wonderful ask the to hold there postions
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
Self: Shuttles.. sounds like fun..
FCO_Starlight whispers to Buzzard:
just felt like  it then
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO/CO/CIV: Or, we could place a biopod to represent a lifesign into the shuttle...
OPS_Jameson says:
::informs the fleet::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Well if we did that we would have to meet at the same co ordinates were we can take out there comminucatiosn array
XO_More says:
SO: Ah, but what if they see through that? We don't know how advanced their technology is.
XO_More says:
Ops: What's the fastest Shuttlecraft we have onboard?
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: Plus, how is that a biopod can try to tinker with their jamming field
XO_More says:
CSO: Agreed.
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: If we send a shuttle, we can't control it from here or they'll detect that
XO_More says:
CSO: A live person is the only way to make sure this all works.
OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  The shuttle......
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Looks around listening to all:: SO: Find a good spot that the shuttle and us could meet away from the saaur fleet
CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: Agreed
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Keeps quiet about the risk to the shuttle crew's lives ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: A shuttle it is
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Aye, Captain
OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Kurac
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO; take kavek with you and power up a shuttle let me know when you are ready to leave .. CTO: whats the Saaur fleet up to ?
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Saaur are at the coordinates now, they're sweeping the area
CIV_Kavek says:
::nods to the Captain:: CO: I'm going to miss you captain. Even a minute is much torture to my very soul.
XO_More says:
CO: Permission to bring Mr. Kn'tar along?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Scans the inside of the nebula ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: permision granted
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: Well I guess your be reurning then ::Smiles amused ::
CIV_Kavek says:
::grins at the CO, then turns to the XO:: XO: Oh come now. Three's a crowd? Don't you trust me? ::evil grin::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: I ant a full transporter lock on the AT at all times
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO; Just becareful I want you all back in one piece and alive please
XO_More says:
::looks at the CIV::
OPS_Jameson says:
::grins::  CO:  Already done Sir
XO_More says:
CO: ::under his breath:: *All* of us? ::smiles::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods to the XO::
XO_More says:
Ops: If you please, Three to beam to the shuttle bay.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Captain, there is a fringe at bearing... 87 Mark 182   that we can use as a rendezvous point.
CSO_Hazzem says:
Self: Uh oh
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Ens once Lt revell francis has tha location prepareo move on the saaur ship and prepaire evasive manouvers
Host CO_Bolitho says:
SO: Send those co ordinates to the shuttle
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Stands from his chair::
OPS_Jameson says:
::beams the three to the shuttle bay::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, the fleet is splitting up. A medium size vessel is heading towards the nebula
FCO_Starlight says:
CO:Yes Ma'am
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Kepp an eye on them
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Aye, aye.  :: Forwards the coordinates to the shuttle and to the FCO's station ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: tell the fleet to move further in to the nubula
XO_More says:
::looks around the shuttle bay::
XO_More says:
::grabs an equipment belt and slings it on::
XO_More says:
::walks with a moderate pace to the Shuttle Blair  and gets onboard::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Materializes in the shuttle bay, Maint. Kit in hand::
OPS_Jameson says:
::informs the fleet and waits their response::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: yellow alert please
XO_More says:
::gets into the shuttle, and takes the helm seat::
CTO_Darklighter says:
::goes to yellow alert::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Steps onto the shuttle:: 
XO_More says:
Self: I really miss the Scimitar's fighters.
CIV_Kavek says:
::moves to the shuttle the XO is going into, hops in and handles the comm::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: the ship is about 700,000 metric tons
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: We have a medium sized vessle moving our way lets see what you can do with that one
OPS_Jameson says:
CO: the fleet have acknowledged
XO_More says:
::gets into the pilots chair::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: can we disable that one easlily ?
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Almost the same size as a Voyager class ship
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: What would you ask of me!?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* let me know when you are ready to leve
CIV_Kavek says:
XO: To get our story right. We're going to Pathian space for peace negotiations?
XO_More says:
CEO: Can you handle the weapons?
XO_More says:
CIV: Indeed.
FCO_Starlight says:
::moving into  position::
CSO_Hazzem says:
<Edit Voyager= Intrepid>
XO_More says:
CIV: Remember, that you cannot be too exact. This mustn't cause an International incident::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::waits on the CTO to answer her ::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: I suppose I can, Commander.. ::Moves back to the Tactical station:: Self: Hmm...
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Well i have to target the weapons manually while we are in the nebula
XO_More says:
CEO: Another glorious battle, eh?
XO_More says:
::activates the ships main power grid, and brings the structural integrity field on::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Monitors sensor readings ::
XO_More says:
*Bridge* This is More. Shuttle Blair is ready to depart.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Still looking at the Saaur ship::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: I would hope it to be... ::Logs into the station::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: We will be pulling out to the outter edge of the nebula so that should make things  alittle easier, but you sure you can take it out ?
CIV_Kavek says:
CEO: I must make a comment that with a few modifications that have been made to shuttle weapons... the phaser button is a bit... sensitive. On my way to the Seleya on my shuttle, I "mistakenly" shot a few things.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: As soon as we have that ship in range get those commincations jamed ot=r taken out
OPS_Jameson says:
::opens shuttle bay doors::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
CIV: I see.... I'll make note of that..
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO:  Unknown, i have no tactical information on that type of ship
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, that would alert the other ships wouldn't it?
XO_More says:
*Bridge* We're on our way. See you in a few minutes.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Good Luck commander your looking at a Intrepid class size ship out there stay out of his fire please
XO_More says:
::takes the shuttle out of the Seleya into the blackness of space::
XO_More says:
COMM: Seleya: Understood, ma'am.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
we need those commincations down before he can see us and report
XO_More says:
CEO: Red Alert.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO; red Alert ..
XO_More says:
ALL: Seeting a course for the rendevous point, and activating Warp 7.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
<CSO>
XO_More says:
CIV: Ready to keep us alive, Ambassador?
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: Aye Sir... ::Raises shields, charges the weapons array::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Move to the co ordinates
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Field emmiter is ready
CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye ma'am, by the way we wont have shields till we exit the nebula
Host CO_Bolitho says:
SO: I want to know what is happening
CIV_Kavek says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: Yes I am. I'm ready to keep "us" all alive. ::grins::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: Ramming speed!!?? ::Chuckles::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Ask one of the diafiantc lass to stand by in case we need help
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Captain, the Saaur are scanning the nebula...
FCO_Starlight says:
CO:: yes Ma'am
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO?CTO: you do not have many shots at this
XO_More says:
::Shoots the CIV a look that could kill, but let's it drop.::
FCO_Starlight says:
::moves to the coordinates::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Orders a sensor lock on the departing shuttle ::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods, and breathes slowly::
CTO_Darklighter says:
::loads some quantoms::
OPS_Jameson says:
::types and sends the message:: CO: done
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Is that transporter lock holding ?
XO_More says:
CEO: Not quite.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Saauran vessel detects the shuttle and sets an intercept course
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: Phasers up... Mini-torpedo launchers standing by...
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sits in her chair nervously tapping her fingers::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: They found the shuttle, they're going after it
XO_More says:
@CEO: Let's just hope we don't have to use them.
XO_More says:
@CEO: Anything on sensors?
OPS_Jameson says:
CO: it is at the moment
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Move in but do not come out of the nebula yet, untill there clear of the rest of the fleet
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: We shall see... ::Lets out another laugh::
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::looks at the CEO:: CEO: Oh. Those are nice. Though, sometimes I wonder if Starfleet should have gone with plasma torpedoes.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: once we are at co ordinates evasive manouveres so Tac can get a clear shot
XO_More says:
@ALL: We are about 10 minutes away now.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO; Commander be ready to take out there commincations as soon as we are clear of the shuttle
XO_More says:
@CEO: Is that thing on our tail?
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Understood, standing by
Host CO_Bolitho says:
<shuttle=nebula>
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Moves his thumb over the button::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Keep comms open with the shuttle please
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
XO: One Saurian vessel... it's on an intercept course... speed.. warp 8... ETA 3 minutes..
FCO_Starlight says:
::moves up    but not out of nebula...at coordinates and is at evasive manouevers>>..
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: watches the shuttle on sensors ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
COM: XO: Commander what is going on
OPS_Jameson says:
::opens the comm::  C: Comm open Captain
Host CO_Bolitho says:
<put in after Sophs comment>
XO_More says:
Comm: Seleya: Not much, Captain. I'll keep you informed.
XO_More says:
@CEO: Understood. Keep me updated. More power to the rear shields.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
SO: Staus on that saaur ship
Jeremy (owb232@actdnet-B6E96AE.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Eta to co ordinates ?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: They are maintaining their intercept course with the shuttle, Captain
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: Rear shields, aye..
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::nods::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: The task force is still undetedcted.
Jeremy (owb232@actdnet-B6E96AE.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::has finger at the comm ready for a little chit chat with death:: XO: Hopefully we have enough time. Though I have confidence in my ability to stall... I'm certainly not going to try a Thorpe Maneuver.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: bring us in line of the shuttle please
XO_More says:
@::opens a channel:: COMM: Saur ship: Distinguished ship of the Sauur Empire, I am Commander Adam More of the Federation Starship Sel... er... Blair. I'm here to open negotiations with your vast and influential empire, on behalf of the Federation.
XO_More says:
@COMM: SS: This is our Ambassador, Mr. Kavek.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: The Saaur vessel is just under 3 minutes away from the shuttle...
XO_More says:
@::cuts the comm::
XO_More says:
@CIV: They are all yours.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: Very nice Commander..
XO_More says:
@CEO: Target their forward weapons.
FCO_Starlight says:
::alingns  with the shuttle...::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: prepar to intercept and break through nubula on my command seems they might need some early help
XO_More says:
@ALL: Prepare for evasive maneuvores.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: that transporter lock ?
FCO_Starlight says:
CO:: yes ma'am
Martin (Scimi_CO@actdnet-396FF5C2.ndwrt1.lb.home.nl) has left the conversation.
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::nods to the XO:: XO: Hold on to your butt.
Host Buzzard says:
<Saaur Ship> COMM:XO Deactivate enginessss and prepare to be boarded
XO_More says:
@CIV: I intend to.
OPS_Jameson says:
CO: still stable
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: I've targeted.. and so have they! They have just locked onto us!
XO_More says:
@::Looks at the CIV::
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COMM: SS: Saaurian society. The Federation has intentions of peace and want no trouble.
XO_More says:
@CIV: Tell them we are not orderd to do that until we have reached their space.
XO_More says:
@CIV: And we are hgappy fro them to escort us there.
Host Buzzard says:
<Saaur Ship>COMM:XO: You've destroyed 2 of our ssships, there will be no debate....ssssurrender  or die!
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: We have orders not to deactivate our engines... or be boarded until we reach your space. However, we would be pleased if you.. ::self: damit:: ... escort us.
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: Please don't be rude. And... you don't need to shout. Our communications can hear you fine. By the way... you have a very beautiful voice.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: They've increased to Warp 9 Commander..
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: Have you ever thought of going into the music industry?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::listen to waht is going on::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The channel between the Saaur ship and the shuttle Blair is closed
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: They cut the channel
XO_More says:
@all: Damnit!
XO_More says:
@CIV: Get them back on the Comm.
XO_More says:
@CEO: Emergency power to the rear shields.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
SCO: oh thats not so good How far are they from the fleet ?
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::attempting to reopen communicatioins:: XO: I'm on it Captain Proton.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: Aye Sir... we'll be entering weapons range in 30 seconds!
Host CO_Bolitho says:
<CSO>
XO_More says:
@::Looks at the CIV, not understanding the reference::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at this monitor:: CO: 5 minutes from the fleet
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO; Are they clear from sight ?
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
ALL: 20 Disruptors and 4 torpedo launchers have just locked onto us...
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the layout::
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: Please re-open communications. We have brought gifts. A little money... a little... ::thinks:: ... Microsoft stock. And... we even have women!
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Saaur ship enters weapons range and the shuttle is hit by 7 disruptor weapons
XO_More says:
@::Turns and looks to the CIV:: ::mouths:: Microsoft stock'
XO_More says:
@::braces::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Yes they are
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, they opened fire at the shuttle
XO_More says:
@::Drops the shuttle from warp and onto impulse::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: Shall I return fire!?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: break through nebula
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: take that communication array out
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Please isable it
FCO_Starlight says:
::breaks through the nebula
XO_More says:
@::Takes the ship around in an extatic loop and turns them back towards the Seleya::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Initializes the jamming field::
XO_More says:
COMM: Seleya: A little help here, Seleya...
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: if the AT show they are in any trouble beam them back
FCO_Starlight says:
CO:done Ma'am
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@ALL: Lousy Peh'Tach's fired on us!!
CTO_Darklighter says:
::presses down on his console and release a shower of phasers and photons, spread widely and aimed at different sub systems::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Saaur vessel contines to fire at the shuttle
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::waits to hear from the CSO and the CTO::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: Shields are holding at 65%
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: Come on! ::sings:: War! Huh! Good god yaw! What is it good for? Absolutely nothin!
Lilia (~mad_scien@host.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
CTO_Darklighter says:
<delete last>
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The field is functioning at a 100%, I don't see any signs of the other ships coming in
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: We should fight back! I have Quantam torpedoes ready on our rear tube!
XO_More says:
@::Brings them back again against their current vector, heading back to the co-ordinates and breaks to warp 6::
XO_More says:
@CEO: Fire a full salvo at their forward weapons.
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::looks at the XO:: XO: They're... very talkative.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Prepares a multiple weapons firing config., fires::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO; ETA to shuttle ?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Is there commincatiosn still down
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: Okay! If you don't stop attacking us... we'll have to use our ultimate photonic death blaster! It could... destroy an entire solar system... and... both of us!
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
::Sweat begins to bead on his forehead::
FCO_Starlight says:
CO: 3 minutes away at max
Host CO_Bolitho says:
Self: What is kavek going on a bout
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Their comm system is down, Captain
XO_More says:
@CIV: Perhaps they just don't like::swerves the shuttle again::... your singing voice?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO; max Warp
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The shuttle  gets hit by 5 Saaur torpedos
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Your only going to have a few shots at this
XO_More says:
@::feels the impact::
XO_More says:
@CEO: Damge report?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
COM: XO: hows the shuttle holding up ?
FCO_Starlight says:
::max warp:::CO: ther you go ma'am
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::can barely stay in his chair:: Self: Ah!
XO_More says:
COMM: Seleya: Not good, Ma'am... get here ASAP.
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: Shields are down to 25% Commander!!!
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Can we safly beam them out ?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: ETA?
XO_More says:
@COMM: Seleya: Captain, we are going to die here, unless something doesn't happen soon.
OPS_Jameson says:
CO:I'm currently trying Captain
XO_More says:
@CIV: Tell them... Tell them we surrender, and ask them to stop firing.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
COM: XO: we are trying to beam you out commander
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Saaur vessel continues to fire continuously at the shuttle
CTO_Darklighter says:
::readys a full load of quantums::
OPS_Jameson says:
::continues to try and beam out the AT::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: get them out of there
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The shuttle's shields are down to 25%
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: 5% Sir!!
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Are we in Torpeado range ?
FCO_Starlight says:
CO: we are 2 mins away
XO_More says:
@All: All stop.
XO_More says:
@CEO: Drop the shields.
XO_More says:
@All: Prepare to be boarded.
XO_More says:
::pulls his phaser::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@XO: What shields...
CIV_Kavek says:
@ COM: SS: Oh come on! Is that all you've got? If I were you... I'd retreat right now. You think with those pee-on weapons of yours... you can beat us? You can't even destroy a little shuttle! When I'm done with you... you'll be peeing in your pants while daddy... that would be me... layiths the smackithdown Texas style on your candy ass!
OPS_Jameson says:
CO We need to be within 40000kms
XO_More says:
@COMM: Seleya: Captain... we're about to be boarded. More out.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: With a final barrage, the shuttle's shields fail and the disruptors slam into the hull of the type 9 shuttle craft sending it spinning completely out of control
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@::Pulls the compression rifle out from under the console beside him::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Cringes at Mores com: COM: ood luck Commander
Host CO_Bolitho says:
<Good>
XO_More says:
@::is knocked over and loses grip of his phaser::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Watches the situation unfold over the SRS, unable to help ::
CEO_Kn`Tar says:
@ALL: Perhaps it really is a good day to die!! Good luck! all of you
Host Buzzard says:
***Pause Mission***
Host Buzzard says:
***Pause Mission***
CSO_Hazzem (~CSO_Hazze@actdnet-1FB4AFBA.sympatico.ca) has left the conversation.
OPS_Jameson says:
::stops mid sentance, and freezes in the position until next week::
XO_More says:
Closing here :')
XO_More (AJMorecrof@398B3CF5.4E8BF9CC.495AE1BF.IP) has left the conversation.
CEO_Kn`Tar (~LL38253@actdnet-323101F2.bc.hsia.telus.net) has left the conversation.
OPS_Jameson (~OPS_James@actdnet-1B433882.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.
FCO_Starlight (~FCO_Starl@actdnet-2F7CE3FE.houston.rr.com) has left the conversation.
SO_Revell-Francis (Antony@1AAB1B.DB23E85A.3E05CBD8.IP) has left the conversation.
CTO_Darklighter (Nathan@actdnet-247E7350.cvx1-a.dub.dial.ntli.net) has left the conversation.

